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The one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation is considered when the potential is
asymptotic to a positive constant on the right half line in a certain sense. The
zero-energy limits of the scattering coefficients are obtained under weaker assump-
tions than used elsewhere, and the continuity of the scattering coefficients from the
left are established. The scattering coefficients for the potential are expressed in
terms of the corresponding coefficients for the pieces of the potential on the posi-
tive and negative half lines. The number of bound states for the whole potential is
related to the number of bound states for the two pieces. Finally, an improved result
is given on the small-energy asymptotics of reflection coefficients for potentials
supported on a half line. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~99!03611-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation

c9~k,x!1k2c~k,x!5V~x!c~k,x!, xPR, ~1.1!

where the potentialV is real valued and may be written asV5V11V2 such thatV1 has support in
R2, V2 has support inR1, and

V1PL1
1~R2!, V22c2PL1

1~R1!, ~1.2!

for some positivec. Here the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the spatial variabx,
R25(2`,0), R15(0,1`), andLa

1(I ) is the set of measurable functionsf on an intervalI such
that * I dx(11uxu)au f (x)u is finite. We will useC1 to denote the upper half complex plane a
C15C1øR.

The scattering problem for~1.1! consists of the analysis of the scattering coefficients co
sponding to the potentialV. Such an analysis was given by Buslaev and Fomin1 and by Cohen and
Kappeler;2 however, in Ref. 1 only the generic case was considered, and in Ref. 2 the excep
case was considered under the stronger assumption ofL2

1 instead ofL1
1 in ~1.2!. The definition of

an exceptional potential is given in Sec. II; informally speaking, an exceptional potential
‘‘half-bound state’’ at zero energy, or equivalently it is at the boundary of changing the numb
its bound states by one. The bound states of~1.1! are its square-integrable solutions.

Our primary aim is to consider the small-k asymptotics of the scattering coefficients in t
exceptional case and analyze their continuity atk50 by assuming only~1.2!. One consequence o
our analysis is that under~1.2!, the number of bound states is finite. We present a Levin
theorem relating the number of bound states to the zero-energy limit of the phase of the tra
sion coefficient, and relate the scattering coefficients corresponding toV, V1 , and V2 to each
other.

The inverse scattering problem for~1.1! is equivalent to the recovery of the potential in term
of an appropriate set of scattering data. Such problems were analyzed in Refs. 1–3. Our r

a!Electronic mail: aktosun@plains.nodak.edu
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Theorem 3.4 is expected to have an impact on the inverse scattering theory for~1.1! because it was
used as a hypothesis in Ref. 2 to obtain various results in the analysis of the inverse sca
problem for~1.1!.

Our results are also expected to have an impact on the phase recovery problem, a ve
the inverse scattering problem for~1.1! with important applications4–6 in the recovery of materia
properties of thin films. Mathematically speaking, one is interested in the recovery ofV2 by using
only V1 and the reflectivity measurements, i.e., the amplitudes of reflection coefficients wi
their phases. In reality, the phase of the complex-valued reflection coefficient cannot be me
even though the reflectivity is easily measured5–8 by using a device known as the reflectomet
Our analysis of the scattering coefficients forV in terms of those forV1 andV2 helps us to solve
the phase recovery problem by the so-called two-layer method9,10 using 33% less data than th
so-called three-layer method.9,11–13

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the Jost solutions and sca
coefficients for~1.1!, explain the distinction between the generic and exceptional cases, and o
the small-k asymptotics of the Jost solution from the left and of itsx derivative. In Sec. III, in the
exceptional case, we prove that the Wronskian defined in~2.10! vanishes linearly ask→0 in C1;
the proof is nontrivial, but the result is significant and it enables us to obtain the small-k asymp-
totics of the scattering coefficients and establish the continuity atk50 of the scattering coeffi-
cients from the left. In Sec. IV we present a Levinson theorem, relating the number of bound
to the zero-energy phase of the transmission coefficient. Section V explores the relation amo
scattering coefficients forV, V1 , andV2 . In Sec. VI the small-k limits of the scattering coeffi-
cients forV1 andV2 are given, and in Sec. VII such limits are related to the corresponding li
for V. In Sec. VII it is also shown that, except for one special case, one can derive the sk
limits of the scattering coefficients forV in terms of the corresponding limits forV1 andV2 ; in the
special case, namely when bothV1 andV2 are generic andV is exceptional, for such a derivatio
one needs to know that~3.52! holds for some nonzeroa even though the value ofa is not needed.
In Sec. VII we also relate the number of bound states forV to the corresponding numbers forV1

andV2 , and show that the former number is one less than or equal to the sum of the numb
bound states forV1 andV2 . Finally, in Sec. VIII, whenc50 in ~1.2!, we present an improved
result on the small-k asymptotics of the reflection coefficient from the right~left! for a potential
supported on the left~right! half line in the generic case; this is done by reconsidering the spe
case in Sec. VI and relating the value ofa in ~3.52! to the parameters corresponding toV1 andV2 .
The small-energy expansions of the reflection coefficients given in Sec. VIII are expect
simplify various proofs in the direct and inverse scattering theory for the Schro¨dinger equation
with potentials belonging toL1

1(R).

II. PRELIMINARIES

The scattering states of~1.1! correspond to solutions behaving likee6 ikx asx→2` and like
e6 igx asx→1`, where

g ªAk22c2, ~2.1!

and the branch of the square root function is used with Img>0. Thus, whenkP(2c,c), g defined
in ~2.1! is purely imaginary and is given byg5 iAc22k2. The mappingk°g is analytic fromC1

to itself and is continuous onC1. The inverse mappingg°k is analytic only ingPC1\ i (0,c#
and is continuous only ingPC1\ i @0,c).

The Jost solution from the left,f l(k,x), associated withV is the solution of~1.1! satisfying

e2 igxf l~k,x!511o~1!, e2 igxf l8~k,x!5 ig1o~1!, x→1`. ~2.2!

Similarly, f r(k,x), the Jost solution from the right, is defined as the solution of~1.1! satisfying

eikxf r~k,x!511o~1!, eikxf r8~k,x!52 ik1o~1!, x→2`. ~2.3!
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The transmission and reflection coefficients from the left,T andL, can be defined in terms of th
spatial asymptotics off l(k,x) as

e2 ikxf l~k,x!5
1

T~k!
1

L~k!

T~k!
e22ikx1o~1!, x→2`.

Similarly, the transmission and reflection coefficients from the right can be defined by usin
asymptotics off r(k,x) asx→1`; however, these coefficients can be expressed1,2 in terms ofT
andL, and they are not essential in our analysis. We will never need the transmission coef
from the right which is equal togT(k)/k, and the reflection coefficient from the right is used on
in Theorem 3.5 and is given in~3.53!. If c50 then the transmission coefficients from the left a
from the right are the same, but they are different ifcÞ0. Further properties of these coefficien
can be found in Refs. 1 and 2.

In terms of the Jost solutions, we define the Faddeev functionsml(k,x) andmr(k,x):

ml~k,x!ªe2 igxf l~k,x!, mr~k,x!ªeikxf r~k,x!. ~2.4!

From ~2.2!, ~2.3!, and~2.4! it follows that

ml~k,x!511
1

2ig E
x

`

dy@e2ig~y2x!21#@V~y!2c2#ml~k,y!, ~2.5!

ml8~k,x!52E
x

`

dy e2ig~y2x!@V~y!2c2#ml~k,y!, ~2.6!

mr~k,x!511
1

2ik E2`

x

dy@e2ik~x2y!21#V~y!mr~k,y!, ~2.7!

mr8~k,x!5E
2`

x

dy e2ik~x2y!V~y!mr~k,y!. ~2.8!

Proposition 2.1:Assume~1.2! is satisfied for somec.0. Then, for each fixedxPR, the
functions f l(k,x) and f l8(k,x) are analytic ingPC1. Consequently, ask→0 in C1, we have

f l~k,0!5 f l~0,0!1O~k2!, f l8~k,0!5 f l8~0,0!1O~k2!. ~2.9!

Proof: The analyticity ingPC1 can be proved by iterating the Volterra integrals~2.5! and
~2.6! and using~2.4!. By ~2.1!, k50 corresponds tog5 ic. Expandingf l(k,0) andf l8(k,0) in g at
g5 ic, we obtain~2.9!. j

Define

W~k!ª
2ik

T~k!
5@ f r~k,x!; f l~k,x!#, ~2.10!

where@ f ;g#ª f g82 f 8g denotes the Wronskian. Recall that the Wronskian of any two solution
~1.1! is independent ofx and depends only onk. Generically,W(0)Þ0, and f l(0,x) and f r(0,x)
are linearly independent. In the exceptional case,f l(0,x) and f r(0,x) are linearly dependent an
henceW(0)50. We will say thatV is a generic~exceptional! potential if the generic~exceptional!
case occurs. By~2.4!, ~2.5!, and~2.7!, both f l(0,x) and f r(0,x) are real valued. In the exceptiona
case, there exists a real nonzero constanta such that

a5
f l~0,x!

f r~0,x!
, xPR. ~2.11!
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III. ANALYSIS OF W„k … IN THE EXCEPTIONAL CASE

In this section we analyzeW(k) in the exceptional case and show thatW(k)/k has a nonzero
limit as k→0. The existence of such a limit was used as a hypothesis in many theorems in R
and it was proved there only under the stronger assumptionL2

1 instead ofL1
1 used in~1.2!. Our aim

is to evaluate this limit under~1.2! alone. For the proof we proceed as in the Appendix of Ref.
where the method was first used in Ref. 15 for the Schro¨dinger equation withc50.

As a first step, let us define the solutions of~1.1!, s(k,x), andv(k,x), satisfying the boundary
conditions

s~k,0!51, s8~k,0!50; v~k,0!50, v8~k,0!51. ~3.1!

In fact, these solutions satisfy

s~k,x!55 coskx1
1

k Ex

0

dy sink~y2x!V~y!s~k,y!, x<0,

cosgx1
1

g E
0

x

dy sing~x2y!@V~y!2c2#s~k,y!, x>0,

~3.2!

v~k,x!55
sinkx

k
1

1

k Ex

0

dy sink~y2x!V~y!v~k,y!, x<0,

singx

g
1

1

g E
0

x

dy sing~x2y!@V~y!2c2#v~k,y!, x>0.

~3.3!

Note also that

s8~k,x!55 2k sinkx2E
x

0

dy cosk~y2x!V~y!s~k,y!, x<0,

2g singx1E
0

x

dy cosg~x2y!@V~y!2c2#s~k,y!, x>0,

~3.4!

v8~k,x!55 coskx2E
x

0

dy cosk~y2x!V~y!v~k,y!, x<0,

cosgx1E
0

x

dy cosg~x2y!@V~y!2c2#v~k,y!, x>0.

~3.5!

Using ~3.1! we get

f l~k,0!5@ f l~k,x!;v~k,x!#, f l8~k,0!52@ f l~k,x!;s~k,x!#, ~3.6!

f r~k,0!5@ f r~k,x!;v~k,x!#, f r8~k,0!52@ f r~k,x!;s~k,x!#. ~3.7!

From ~3.2! and ~3.4!, asx→6` we obtain

s~k,x!5
eikxA1~k!

2ik
1

e2 ikxA2~k!

2ik
1o~1!, x→2`, ~3.8!

s8~k,x!5
eikxA1~k!

2
2

e2 ikxA2~k!

2
1o~1!, x→2`, ~3.9!
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s~k,x!5
eigxA3~k!

2ig
1

e2 igxA4~k!

2ig
1o~1!, x→1`, ~3.10!

s8~k,x!5
eigxA3~k!

2
2

e2 igxA4~k!

2
1o~1!, x→1`, ~3.11!

where we have defined

A1~k!ª ik2E
2`

0

dy e2 ikyV~y!s~k,y!, ~3.12!

A2~k!ª ik1E
2`

0

dy eikyV~y!s~k,y!,

A3~k!ª ig1E
0

`

dy e2 igy@V~y!2c2#s~k,y!,

A4~k!ª ig2E
0

`

dy eigy@V~y!2c2#s~k,y!. ~3.13!

Similarly, from ~3.3! and ~3.5!, asx→6` we obtain

v~k,x!5
eikxA5~k!

2ik
2

e2 ikxA6~k!

2ik
1o~1!, x→2`, ~3.14!

v8~k,x!5
eikxA5~k!

2
1

e2 ikxA6~k!

2
1o~1!, x→2`, ~3.15!

v~k,x!5
eigxA7~k!

2ig
2

e2 igxA8~k!

2ig
1o~1!, x→1`, ~3.16!

v8~k,x!5
eigxA7~k!

2
1

e2 igxA8~k!

2
1o~1!, x→1`, ~3.17!

where we have defined

A5~k!ª12E
2`

0

dy e2 ikyV~y!v~k,y!, ~3.18!

A6~k!ª12E
2`

0

dy eikyV~y!v~k,y!,

A7~k!ª11E
0

`

dy e2 igy@V~y!2c2#v~k,y!,

A8~k!ª11E
0

`

dy eigy@V~y!2c2#v~k,y!. ~3.19!

Evaluating the Wronskians in~3.6! asx→1` and by using~2.2!, ~3.10!, ~3.11!, ~3.16!, and
~3.17!, we get
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f l~k,0!5A8~k!, f l8~k,0!5A4~k!. ~3.20!

Similarly, evaluating the Wronskians in~3.7! asx→2` and by using~2.3!, ~3.8!, ~3.9!, ~3.14!,
and ~3.15!, we have

f r~k,0!5A5~k!, f r8~k,0!52A1~k!. ~3.21!

Now let f(k,x) be the solution of~1.1! satisfying

f~k,0!5 f l~0,0!, f8~k,0!5 f l8~0,0!. ~3.22!

For the arguments in the rest of this section, there is no loss of generality in assumin
f l(0,0)Þ0; if f l(0,0)50, the proofs can be modified as in Ref. 14 to get the results give
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5. Becausef(0,x) and f l(0,x) are solutions of the same differential equati
with the same initial conditions given in~3.22!, we have

f~0,x!5 f l~0,x!, xPR. ~3.23!

Using ~2.11! and ~3.23! we see that in the exceptional casef(0,x) remains bounded asx→
6`; this is becausef l(0,x) and f r(0,x) remain bounded asx→1` andx→2`, respectively.
From ~3.1! and ~3.22! it follows that

f~k,x!5 f l~0,0!s~k,x!1 f l8~0,0!v~k,x!. ~3.24!

Our aim is to expressW(k) defined in~2.10! in terms off(k,x). Evaluating the Wronskian
in ~2.10! at x50 and using~3.20! and ~3.21!, we obtain

f l~0,0!W~k!5 f r~k,0! f l~0,0!A4~k!1 f l~k,0! f l~0,0!A1~k!. ~3.25!

Using ~3.12!, ~3.18!, ~3.21!, and~3.24!, we have

f l~0,0!A1~k!5 ik f l~0,0!1 f l8~0,0!2 f l8~0,0! f r~k,0!2E
2`

0

dy e2 ikyV~y!f~k,y!. ~3.26!

Similarly, using~3.13!, ~3.19!, ~3.20!, and~3.24!, we get

f l~0,0!A4~k!5 ig f l~0,0!2 f l8~0,0!1 f l8~0,0! f l~k,0!2E
0

`

dy eigy@V~y!2c2#f~k,y!.

~3.27!

Thus, using~3.26! and ~3.27! in ~3.25!, we obtain

f l~0,0!W~k!52 f r~k,0!M1~k!1 f l~k,0!M2~k!. ~3.28!

where

M1~k!ª2 ig f l~0,0!1 f l8~0,0!1E
0

`

dy eigy@V~y!2c2#f~k,y!, ~3.29!

M2~k!ª ik f l~0,0!1 f l8~0,0!2E
2`

0

dy e2 ikyV~y!f~k,y!. ~3.30!

Proposition 3.1:Assume~1.2! is satisfied for somec.0. Then,M1(k) defined in~3.29! is an
analytic function ofgPC1, M1(0)50, and

M1~k!5O~k2!, k→0 in C1. ~3.31!
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Proof: Using ~3.20!, ~3.27!–~3.29!, we see thatM1(k) is a linear combination off l(k,0) and
f l8(k,0), and in fact

M1~k!52 f l~0,0! f l8~k,0!1 f l8~0,0! f l~k,0!. ~3.32!

Thus, by Proposition 2.1 and~3.32!, M1(k) is analytic ingPC1. Using its Taylor series expan
sion aroundg5 ic, which corresponds tok50, we obtain~3.31! and see thatM1(0)50. j

In the following proposition and elsewhere, we will useC to denote a generic positive con
stant whose value is not necessarily the same in different appearances.

Proposition 3.2:Assume that we are in the exceptional case and that~1.2! holds for somec
>0. Then,

uf~k,x!2f~0,x!u<CS ukxu
11ukxu D

2

, x<0, ~3.33!

with kP@2e,e# for any fixed positivee.
Proof: Using ~3.1!, ~3.22!, and~3.24! we obtain

f~k,x!5 f l~0,0!coskx1 f l8~0,0!
sinkx

k
1

1

k Ex

0

dy sink~y2x!V~y!f~k,y!, x<0, ~3.34!

f~0,x!5 f l~0,0!1x f l8~0,0!1E
x

0

dy~y2x!V~y!f~0,y!, x<0. ~3.35!

Let us write~3.35! as

f~0,x!5B11xB21B31B4 ,

where

B1ª f l~0,0!1E
2`

0

dy yV~y!f~0,y!,

B2ª f l8~0,0!2E
2`

0

dy V~y!f~0,y!,

B3ªxE
2`

x

dy V~y!f~0,y!,

B4ª2E
2`

x

dy yV~y!f~0,y!.

Becausef(0,y) is bounded onR2 andVPL1
1(R2), we getB45o(1) asx→2`. Again using

VPL1
1(R2) and the boundedness off(0,y) on R2, with the help of

uB3u<CE
2`

x

dyuxuuV~y!u<CE
2`

x

dyuyuuV~y!u,

we getB35o(1) asx→2`. Sincef(0,x) remains bounded asx→2`, the linear growth inx in
~3.35! asx→2` cannot happen and we must haveB250. Hence

f l8~0,0!2E
2`

0

dy V~y!f~0,y!50, ~3.36!
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and this leads to

f~0,x!5 f l~0,0!1E
2`

0

dy yV~y!f~0,y!1o~1!, x→2`. ~3.37!

From ~3.34!–~3.36!, we get

f~k,x!2f~0,x!5I 11I 21I 31I 41I 51
1

k Ex

0

dy sink~y2x!V~y!@f~k,y!2f~0,y!#,

~3.38!

where we have defined

I 1ªxFsinkx

kx
21G E

2`

x

dy V~y!f~0,y!, ~3.39!

I 2ª@coskx21# f l~0,0!, I 3ª
sinkx

k E
x

0

dy@12cosky#V~y!f~0,y!, ~3.40!

I 4ª2~12coskx!E
x

0

dy
sinky

k
V~y!f~0,y!, ~3.41!

I 5ªE
x

0

dy yFsinky

ky
21GV~y!f~0,y!. ~3.42!

For z>0, the functionz°z/(11z) is monotone increasing and we have

usinzu<
Cz

11z
, U12

sinz

z U< Cz2

~11z!2 , u12coszu<
Cz2

~11z!2 . ~3.43!

Hence, forx<0 andkP@2e,e#, from ~3.39!–~3.42! we get the estimates

uI j u<
Cukxu2

~11ukxu!2 , j 51,2,3,4,5. ~3.44!

Using ~3.43! and ~3.44! in ~3.38!, we obtain

uf~k,x!2f~0,x!u<
Cukxu2

~11ukxu!2 1
Cuxu

11ukxu Ex

0

dyuV~y!uuf~k,y!2f~0,y!u, ~3.45!

With the help of Gronwall’s lemma, from~3.45! we get~3.33!. j

Proposition 3.3:AssumeV is an exceptional potential and~1.2! holds for somec.0, and let
M2(k) be the quantity defined in~3.30!. Then, ask→0 on the real axis, we have

f l~k,0!M2~k!5 ika f l~0,0!1o~k!, ~3.46!

wherea is the real nonzero constant given in~2.11!.
Proof: Using ~3.30! and ~3.36! we get

f l~k,0!M2~k!5 f l~k,0!@ ik f l~0,0!1J11J2#, ~3.47!

where
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J1ª2E
2`

0

dy @e2 iky21#V~y!f~0,y!, ~3.48!

J2ª2E
2`

0

dy e2 ikyV~y!@f~k,y!2f~0,y!#. ~3.49!

Because of~3.23!, in the exceptional casef(0,y) is bounded fory<0. Using the inequality

ueiz2 iz21u<
Cz2

11z
, z>0,

from ~3.48!, sinceVPL1
1(R2), we get

J15 ikE
2`

0

dy yV~y!f~0,y!1o~k!. ~3.50!

Moreover, using~3.33! in ~3.49! we get

uJ2u<Cuku E
2`

0

dy
ukyu

11ukyu ~2y!uV~y!u,

which gives usJ25o(k). Hence, using~2.9! and ~3.50! in ~3.47!, we obtain

f l~k,0!M2~k!5 ik f l~0,0!21 ik f l~0,0!E
2`

0

dy yV~y!f~0,y!1o~k!. ~3.51!

Using ~3.37! we can explicitly evaluate the integral on the right-hand side of~3.51!. Since
f r(0,x)511o(1) asx→2`, with the help of~2.11!, ~3.23!, and~3.37!, we get

E
2`

0

dy yV~y!f~0,y!5a2 f l~0,0!,

and hence~3.51! reduces to~3.46!. j

Theorem 3.4: Assume thatV is an exceptional potential and that~1.2! holds for somec
.0. Then, the WronskianW(k) defined in~2.10! satisfiesW(0)50 and

W~k!5 iak1o~k!, k→0 in C1, ~3.52!

wherea is the real nonzero constant given by~2.11!.
Proof: Using ~3.28!, ~3.31!, and~3.46!, we see that~3.52! holds ask→0 through real values

However, using the Phragme´n–Lindelöf theorems as on p. 2927 of Ref. 14, it follows that t
limit is valid also whenk→0 in C1. j

The reflection coefficient from the right for~1.1!, R, is related toT andL as1,2

R~k!52
L~k!* T~k!

T~k!*
, kPR\$0%, ~3.53!

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. The continuity ofT, L, andR at k50 is already
known2 in the generic case under~1.2!. Next, we show that their continuity holds also in th
exceptional case.

Theorem 3.5: Assume thatV is an exceptional potential and that~1.2! holds for somec
.0. Then, the scattering coefficientsT, L, andR are all continuous atk50, and we have
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T~k!5
2

a
1o~1!, k→0 in C1, ~3.54!

L~k!511o~1!, R~k!5211o~1!, k→0 in R, ~3.55!

wherea is the real nonzero constant given in~2.11!.
Proof: From ~2.10! and Theorem 3.4, we get~3.54!, which also proves the continuity ofT at

k50. Using~3.53! and the identity1,2

L~k!5
T~k!

T~k!*
, kP@2c,c#\$0%, ~3.56!

and the fact thata is real and nonzero, we get~3.55! and the continuity ofL andR at k50. j

IV. THE LEVINSON THEOREM

In Theorem 3.5 we have proved the continuity ofT andL at k50 in the exceptional case. In
the generic case, the continuity of these functions is already known2 and also follows from~2.10!
and ~3.56!, which lead to

T~k!5
2ik

W~0!
1o~k!, k→0 in C1, ~4.1!

L~k!5211o~1!, k→0 in R. ~4.2!

One consequence of the continuity ofT at k50 is the following analog of the Levinson
theorem, which relates the number of bound states to the argument ofT at k50.

Theorem 4.1:Assume thatV satisfics~1.2! for somec>0. Then the number of bound state
of ~1.1! is finite and given by

N5
d

2
1

1

p
@argT~01!#, ~4.3!

where d50 in the exceptional case andd51 in the generic case, and argT(k) denotes the
continuous branch of the argument ofT normalized such that argT(1`)50.

Proof: The continuity ofT at k50 is the additional assumption used in Corollary 1.5 of R
2 in order to assure thatk50 cannot be an accumulation point for the poles ofT in C1 and that
the number of such poles is finite. It is already known1,2 that such poles are simple and confin
to the positive imaginary axis, 1/T is continuous inC1\$0%, andT(k)511O(1/k) as k→` in
C1. Thus, we have all the ingredients to proceed as in the proof of Theorem 9.1 of Ref. 1j

Proposition 4.2:Assume thatV satisfies~1.2! for somec.0. Then, the real nonzero consta
a defined in~2.11! in the exceptional case has the same sign as that ofeiNp. The sign ofW(0) in
the generic case is the same as the sign ofei (N11)p.

Proof: In the exceptional case, comparing~3.54! and ~4.3! gives us the sign ofa. In the
generic case, comparing~4.1! and ~4.3! we get the sign ofW(0). j

V. FACTORIZATION

Let Vj denoteV1 andV2 for j 51 and j 52, respectively. We will useTj , L j , andRj for the
transmission coefficient from the left, the reflection coefficient from the left, and the refle
coefficient from the right, respectively, for the potentialVj . Similarly, let f l ; j (k,x) and f r ; j (k,x)
denote the Jost solutions from the left and from the right, respectively, forVj . As in ~2.10! we will
useWj (k) to denote 2ik/Tj (k); in the exceptional case, as in~2.11! we will usea j to denote the
nonzero real constantf l ; j (0,x)/ f r ; j (0,x). We will also letNj denote the number of bound states
Vj .
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Proposition 5.1:Assume thatV satisfies~1.2! for somec>0. Then,

1

T~k!
5

12R1~k!L2~k!

T1~k!T2~k!
, kPR\$0%, ~5.1!

L~k!

T~k!
5

L2~k!2R1~k!*

T1~k!* T2~k!
, kPR\$0%. ~5.2!

The result stated in Proposition 5.1 holds when onlyL1 is used instead ofL1
1 in ~1.2!;

however, we will take the limit in~5.1! and~5.2! ask→0 and hence it is more convenient to ha
the result stated under~1.2!. Proposition 5.1 is a special case of the following factorization re
whose proof can be given as in Refs. 17 and 18. Let us partition the real axisR into p fragments
asR5ø j 51

p (xj 21 ,xj ), wherex0ª2`, xpª1`, andxj 21,xj for j 51,...,p. We can then write
the potentialV in terms of its fragmentsVj 21,j as

V~x!5(
j 51

p

Vj 21,j~x!, ~5.3!

where we have defined

Vj 21,j~x!ªH V~x!, xP~xj 21 ,xj !,

0, x¹~xj 21 ,xj !.
~5.4!

Note thatVj 21,jPL1(R) for j 51,..., p21, and the rightmost fragmentVp21,p satisfiesVp21,p

2c2PL1(R). Let Tj 21,j and L j 21,j denote the transmission and reflection coefficients from
left, respectively, forVj 21,j . Let us define the transition matrixL associated withV andL j 21,j

associated withVj 21,j as

L~k!ªF 1

T~k!

L~k!*

T~k!*

L~k!

T~k!

1

T~k!*

G , L j 21,j~k!ªF 1

Tj 21,j~k!

L j 21,j~k!*

Tj 21,j~k!*

L j 21,j~k!

Tj 21,j~k!

1

Tj 21,j~k!*

G .

From ~3.56! and the identity2

12uL~k!u25
g

k
uT~k!u2, kPR\~2c,c!,

it follows that the determinant ofL is given by

detL~k!5H g

k
, kPR\~2c,c!

0, 0,uku<c

.

The two columns in each ofL andLp,p11 are identical when 0,uku<c.
Theorem 5.2:AssumeV satisfies~1.2! for somec>0, whereL1 is used instead ofL1

1. Let L
be the transition matrix corresponding to the potentialV and letL j 21,j correspond to the fragmen
Vj 21,j defined in~5.4!. Then, we have

L~k!5L0,1~k!L1,2~k!¯Lp21,p~k!, kPR\$0%. ~5.5!

The result in Proposition 5.1 corresponds top52 in Theorem 5.2 by using the~1,1! and~2,1!
entries in the matrix equality in~5.5! and thatR1(k)52L1(k)* T1(k)/T1(k)* for kPR\$0%.
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VI. ASYMPTOTICS OF SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS FOR V1 AND V2

In considering the potentialV1 , the analog of Theorem 4.1 states that

argT1~01!5S N12
d1

2 Dp, ~6.1!

whered150 if V1 is exceptional andd151 if V1 is generic. Using the boundary conditions
x50 based on the continuity off r ;1(k,x) and f r ;18 (k,x), we have

11R1~k!

T1~k!
5 f r ;1~k,0!, ik

211R1~k!

T1~k!
5 f r ;18 ~k,0!, ~6.2!

where f r ;1(k,x) is the Jost solution from the right forV1 . Thus, from~6.2! it follows that

W1~k!ª
2ik

T1~k!
5 ik f r ;1~k,0!2 f r ;18 ~k,0!. ~6.3!

Using the general theory,19–21 or with the help of~2.4!, ~2.7!, and~2.8! we have

f r ;1~k,0!5 f r ;1~0,0!1o~1!, f r ;18 ~k,0!5 f r ;18 ~0,0!1o~1!, k→0 in C1, ~6.4!

and hence~6.3! and ~6.4! give usW1(0)52 f r ;18 (0,0). GenericallyW1(0)Þ0, and in the excep-
tional case we haveW1(0)50. Thus, generically we obtain

W1~k!52 f r ;18 ~0,0!1o~1!, k→0 in C1,

and hence from~6.2! and ~6.3! we get

T1~k!52
2ik

f r ;18 ~0,0!
1o~k!, k→0 in C1, ~6.5!

R1~k!5211T1~k! f r ;1~k,0!52122ikm11o~k!, k→0 in C1, ~6.6!

where we have defined

m1ª
f r ;1~0,0!

f r ;18 ~0,0!
. ~6.7!

Note thatm1 is well defined becausef r ;18 (0,0)52W1(0)Þ0 whenV1 is generic. In Sec. VIII we
will improve the result in~6.6! by evaluating the next term in the expansion. Comparing~6.1! and
~6.5! we see that the sign off r ;18 (0,0) is the same as the sign ofeiN1p. Moreover, with the help of
~2.3! we get

f r ;1~k,x!5 f r~k,x!, f r ;18 ~k,x!5 f r8~k,x!, x<0. ~6.8!

Now let us turn to the exceptional case. In this case, underV1PL1
1(R2), it is known that

W1(k) vanishes linearly ink ask→0 in C1. We have22

W1~k!5
ik~a1

211!

a1
1o~k!, k→0 in C1,

T1~k!5
2a1

a1
211

1o~1!, k→0 in C1, ~6.9!
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R1~k!52
a1

221

a1
211

1o~1!, k→0 in C1, ~6.10!

wherea1 is the real nonzero constant given by

a15
f l ;1~0,x!

f r ;1~0,x!
, xPR.

Comparing~6.1! and ~6.9! we see that the sign ofa1 is the same as the sign ofeiN1p. Note that
(a1

221)/(a1
211) is an increasing function ofa1

2 and its values are confined to the interval~21,1!.
Thus,R1(0)P(21,1) in the exceptional case.

Let us now summarize some similar results forV2 , where~1.2! holds for somec.0. From
Theorem 4.1 we have

argT2~01!5S N22
d2

2 Dp, ~6.11!

whered250 for the exceptional case andd251 in the generic case. Using the continuity of th
Jost solutionf l ;2(k,x) and its derivativef l ;28 (k,x) at x50, we get

11L2~k!

T2~k!
5 f l ;2~k,0!, ik

12L2~k!

T2~k!
5 f l ;28 ~k,0!. ~6.12!

As in Proposition 2.1 we have

f l ;2~k,0!5 f l ;2~0,0!1O~k2!, f l ;28 ~k,0!5 f l ;28 ~0,0!1O~k2!, k→0 in C1, ~6.13!

wheref l ;2(0,0) andf l ;28 (0,0) cannot simultaneously vanish because of~2.2!. Moreover, from~2.2!
we obtain

f l ;2~k,x!5 f l~k,x!, f l ;28 ~k,x!5 f l8~k,x!, x>0. ~6.14!

With the help of~6.12!, defining

W2~k!ª
2ik

T2~k!
5 ik f l ;2~k,0!1 f l ;28 ~k,0!, ~6.15!

from ~6.13! we have

W2~k!5 f l ;28 ~0,0!1 ik f l ;2~0,0!1O~k2!, k→0 in C1. ~6.16!

The generic case occurs ifW2(0)Þ0; therefore, generically we havef l ;28 (0,0)Þ0, and in the
exceptional case we havef l ;28 (0,0)50. Thus, generically, from~6.15! and ~6.16! we get

T2~k!5
2ik

f l ;28 ~0,0!
1

2m2k2

f l ;28 ~0,0!
1O~k3!, k→0 in C1, ~6.17!

wherem2 is the real constant defined as

m2ª
f l ;2~0,0!

f l ;28 ~0,0!
. ~6.18!

Comparing~6.11! and ~6.17!, we conclude that the sign off l ;28 (0,0) is the same as the sign o
ei (N211)p. With the help of~6.12!, ~6.13!, and~6.17! we also get
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L2~k!52112ikm212k2m2
21O~k3!, k→0 in C1. ~6.19!

In the exceptional case we haveW2(0)50, i.e., f l ;28 (0,0)50 and f l ;2(0,0)Þ0. In this case it
follows from ~6.16! that W2(k) vanishes linearly ink ask→0 in C1. From ~6.13! and~6.15! we
get

W2~k!5 ik f l ;2~0,0!1O~k2!, k→0 in C1,

T2~k!5
2

f l ;2~0,0!
1O~k!5

2

a2
1O~k!, k→0 in C1, ~6.20!

wherea2 is the real nonzero constant given by

a25
f l ;2~0,x!

f r ;2~0,x!
, xPR,

and we have used the fact thatf r ;2(0,x)51 for x<0. Comparing~6.11! and~6.20!, we see that the
sign of a2 is the same as the sign ofeiN2p. Using ~6.12! and ~6.20!, we obtain

L2~k!511O~k!, k→0 in C1. ~6.21!

VII. ASYMPTOTICS OF SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS FOR V

In this section, using the results in Sec. VI, with the help of~5.1! and~5.2!, we will derive the
small-k asymptotics ofT andL and compare our results with those obtained in~4.1!, ~4.2!, and
Theorem 3.5.

With the help of~5.1!, let

F~k!ª
T1~k!T2~k!

T~k!
512R1~k!L2~k!, ~7.1!

and letv(k) denote the phase ofF(k) as normalized in Theorem 4.1. From~7.1! we get

v~01!5argT1~01!1argT2~01!2argT~01!. ~7.2!

Using ~4.3!, ~6.1!, and~6.11! in ~7.2!, we obtain

v~01!5S N11N22N2
d11d22d

2 Dp. ~7.3!

If both V1 andV2 are exceptional, from~6.10!, ~6.21!, and~7.1! we get

F~k!5
2a1

2

a1
211

1o~1!, k→0 in C1, ~7.4!

and hencev(01)50. Using~6.9!, ~6.20!, ~7.1!, and~7.4! we have

T~k!5
2

a1a2
1o~1!, k→0 in C1. ~7.5!

Thus,V is exceptional,N5N11N2 , T(01) is real and nonzero, and the sign ofT(01) is the same
as that ofei (N11N2)p, where the latter fact is obtained by using~7.5! and the signs ofa1 anda2

determined in Sec. VI. Using~5.2!, ~6.9!, ~6.10!, ~6.20!, ~6.21!, and~7.5! we also get

L~k!511o~1!, k→0 in R.
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If V1 is exceptional andV2 is generic, then using~6.9!, ~6.10!, ~6.17!, ~6.19!, and~7.1!, we
obtain

F~k!5
2

a1
211

1o~1!, k→0 in C1,

T~k!5
2ia1k

f l ;28 ~0,0!
1o~k!, k→0 in C1.

In this case,V is generic andv(01)50, and hence from~7.3! we getN5N11N2 . With the help
of ~5.2! we also obtain

L~k!5211o~1!, k→0 in R.

If V1 is generic andV2 is exceptional, then using~6.5!, ~6.6!, ~6.20!, ~6.21!, and~7.1! we get

F~k!521O~k!, k→0 in C1,

T~k!52
2ik

a2f r ;18 ~0,0!
1o~k!, k→0 in C1,

and henceV is generic,v(01)50, and from~7.3! it follows that N5N11N2 . With the help of
~5.2! we also obtain

L~k!5211o~1!, k→0 in R.

If both V1 andV2 are generic, using~6.6!–~6.8!, ~6.14!, ~6.18!, ~6.19!, and~7.1! we get

F~k!52ik~m22m1!1o~k!52
2ikW~0!

f r ;18 ~0,0! f l ;28 ~0,0!
1o~k!, k→0 in C1, ~7.6!

whereW(k) is the Wronskian given in~2.10! and we have used

W~k!5@ f r~k,x!; f l~k,x!#5 f r ;1~k,0! f l ;28 ~k,0!2 f r ;18 ~k,0! f l ;2~k,0!. ~7.7!

Thus, we have two possibilities, namelyW(0)Þ0 andW(0)50. If W(0)Þ0, thenV is generic,
and in this case using~5.2!, ~6.5!, ~6.6!, ~6.17!, ~6.19!, ~7.1!, and~7.6! we get

T~k!5
2ik

W~0!
1o~k!, k→0 in C1, ~7.8!

L~k!5211o~1!, k→0 in R,

agreeing with~4.1! and ~4.2!. From ~4.3! and ~7.8! it is seen thatW(0) has the same sign as th
sign ofei (N11)p. From~7.6!, sinceW(0)Þ0, we getv(01)56p/2. In Sec. VI we have seen tha
the sign off r ;18 (0,0) is the same as that ofeiN1p and the sign off l ;28 (0,0) is the same as that o
ei (N211)p. Thus, in the subcasem2.m1 with v(01)5p/2, from ~7.3! we getN5N11N221.
Similarly, in the subcasem2,m1 with v(01)52p/2, we obtainN5N11N2 .

If both V1 and V2 are generic andW(0)50, thenV is exceptional. In this case, withou
consulting Theorem 3.4, by using~6.5!, ~6.6!, ~6.17!, and ~6.19! we can only conclude tha
F(k)5o(k) as k→0. If we knew the expansion in~6.6! up to o(k2), then we would have
determinedF(k) up too(k2) as well. If we use Theorem 3.4, with the help of~3.52!, ~3.56!, ~6.5!,
~6.17!, and~7.1! we get
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F~k!5
2ak2

f r ;18 ~0,0! f l ;28 ~0,0!
1o~k2!, T~k!5

2

a
1o~1!, k→0 in C1,

~7.9!
L~k!511o~1!, k→0 in R,

where, by ~4.3!, the sign of a is the same as that ofeiNp. Since uR1(k)L2(k)u,1 for
kPR\$0%, we must havev(01)50. In this case, with the help of~7.3!, we getN5N11N221.

The above analysis shows thatN5N11N2 or N5N11N221. As in Theorem 2.1 of Ref. 22
using induction we obtain the following general result.

Theorem 7.1:AssumeV satisfying~1.2! for somec>0 is partitioned intop fragments as in
~5.3!, and letNj -1,j denote the number of bound states corresponding toVj -1,j . Then

12p1(
j 51

p

Nj 21,j<N<(
j 51

p

Nj 21,j , p51,2,... .

VIII. SMALL-ENERGY ASYMPTOTICS OF R1„k …

In this section, we will improve the asymptotics in~6.6!. We will obtain the small-k asymp-
totics of the reflection coefficients for potentials supported on a half line up too(k2).

The results given here are expected to contribute to better understanding of the scatter
inverse scattering theory for the Schro¨dinger equation withc50.

Theorem 8.1:AssumeV1 is real valued, is supported inR2, andV1PL1
1(R2). Then, in the

generic case we have

R1~k!52122ikm112k2Fm1
21

1

f r ;18 ~0,0!2G1o~k2!, k→0 in C1, ~8.1!

wherem1 is the quantity defined in~6.7!.
Proof: Given the generic potentialV1 , let us chooseV2 satisfying~1.2! with c.0 such that

m25m1 , wherem2 is the quantity defined in~6.18!. As seen from~7.6!, this corresponds to having
V2 generic andV exceptional. In this case, using~7.7! at k50, with the help of~2.11!, ~6.8!, and
~6.14!, we obtaina5 f l ;28 (0,0)/f r ;18 (0,0). Thus,~7.9! gives us

F~k!5
2k2

f r ;18 ~0,0!2 1o~k2!, k→0 in C1. ~8.2!

On the other hand, usingm25m1 in ~6.19! we get

L2~k!52112ikm112k2m1
21O~k3!, k→0 in C1. ~8.3!

Because of~7.1! we have

R1~k!5
12F~k!

L2~k!
, ~8.4!

and using~8.2! and ~8.3! in ~8.4! we get~8.1!. j

Whenc50, the Taylor series expansion in~6.19! is no longer valid. However, we can use th
analog of Theorem 8.1 and use the transformationx→2x to obtain the following result.

Corollary 8.2: AssumeV2 is real valued, is supported inR1, andV2PL1
1(R1), i.e., assume

that c50 in ~1.2!. Then, in the generic case we have
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L2~k!52112ikm212k2Fm2
21

1

f l ;28 ~0,0!2G1o~k2!, k→0 in C1,

wherem2 is the quantity defined in~6.18!.
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